Data
Since data exceed the allowed upload volume the excel files (ca. 50 MB) with all data and calculated SYLVIA scores together with the scripts are available on request from authors.
Variability of the investigated building block library by the correlation matrix
Full version of Table 1 . The synthetic accessibility scores (SAS1-SAS5) were calculated using SYLVIA software; all correlation coefficients were calculated by MATLAB corrcoef function including formally discrete atom counts variables. P1 -Price (WBM); P2 -Molar price (MBM); MW -molecular weight; AC -Atom count; C -C atom count; H -H atom count; N -N atom count; SAS1 -synthetic accessibility score (M_SYN_ACCESSIBILITY); SAS2 -molecular graph complexity score (M_GRAPH_SCORE); SAS3 -ring complexity score (M_RING_SCORE); SAS4 -stereochemical complexity score (M_STEREO_SCORE); SAS5 -reaction center substructure score (M_REACTION_CENTER_SCORE).
Statistical analyses
A principal component analysis (PCA) if used to analyze the data variability indicates that the first two components explain only 30% of variance.
Molecular descriptors and data preprocesing
Following is a list of molecular descriptors used in PCA analysis:
• Cl Additionally following descriptors calculated by RDKit 201403 were used:
• M_REACTION_CENTER_SCORE In total 62 molecular descriptors were used. Molecular descriptors calculations failed for 182 compounds (RDKit failed for 2, SYLVIA failed for 180) and these compounds were removed form the set. Resulting matrix was of shape 2248061 x 62. Prior to PCA data was submitted to so called Standardization preprocesing, ie columns were centralized (mean values equal to 0) and divided by standard deviation values (variance set to 1 for all columns).
Principal component analysis (PCA)
A principal component analysis (PCA) if used to analyze the data variability indicates that the first two components explain only 30% of variance and 53 components explain 100% (see also Figure S2 ). Figure S1 shows score plot of PC1 and PC2. Top ten contributing variables for first two components is following: Figure S1 . PCA score plot, projection on PC1 and PC2. 
